Purpose:
You can now customize your login homepage. Choose which widgets to show or hide and where on the homepage you would like to see them.

Show and Hide Widgets
1. Login to the CTLS Student Portal.
2. On the top right of your screen you will see a double checkbox and a circular arrow. Click the double checkbox to choose which widgets to show or hide. Click the circular arrow to reset your layout to its original form.
3. Widgets in green will be shown; widgets that are grey will be hidden from your view.

Reorder and Resize Widgets
1. To change the size of a widget click and drag the double arrow on the bottom right side of the widget.
2. Click and drag the grey title box to move a widget.

Recent Assignment/Discussion Activity Widget
This widget will show you the most recent assignments and discussions from all of your classes. You can click directly into that activity by clicking into the row with its name.